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Muon studies of matter

• Magnetism 
• Superconductivity
• Ion transport
• Reaction chemistry
• Soft matter
• Semiconductors



Muons, X-rays and neutrons

• Magnetism  
• Superconductivity 
• Ion transport 
• Reaction chemistry *
• Soft matter *
• Semiconductors *

* Properties of isolated sites or defects



Properties of X-rays
• Photons with E in range 1-100 keV, λ ≅ 12-0.12 Å [E(keV) ≅ 12.3984/ λ(Å)]

• Laboratory sources create X-rays by accelerating e- on a metal target
• Much brighter and versatile X-ray source provided by a synchrotron

E (keV) ≅ 12.3984 / λ (Å)



Synchrotrons



Unintended consequences



Intended consequences: 
purpose-built synchrotron light sources



Optimising light properties

Brilliant and tuneable in energy
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X-ray matter interactions
• Leading term is the (Thomson) scattering by electrons

– Electric field of the incident EM wave drives motion of the 
electrons leading to re-irradiation at the same energy

– Elastic scattering intensity is proportional to Z2

– Scattered waves may interfere to produce a diffraction pattern 
whose form is the (spatial) Fourier transform of the electron 
density distribution 

I 𝐐𝐐 ~[F(Q)]2

Atomic form factor 
(finite size of electron 
distribution)

F(𝐐𝐐)~�
𝑖𝑖

𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 𝑸𝑸 𝑒𝑒−𝑖𝑖𝑸𝑸.𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖 𝛿𝛿(𝑸𝑸− 𝑮𝑮)

For crystal, G is reciprocal lattice 
vector: G=2π(h/a+k/b+l/c)

Scattering vector
𝐐𝐐 = 𝐤𝐤f − 𝐤𝐤i

𝐤𝐤f

𝐤𝐤i
Q



X-ray crystallography

• Coherent scattering of X-rays by a lattice of atoms is the
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X-ray crystallography

• Coherent scattering of X-rays by a lattice of atoms is the
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X-ray matter interactions
• EM field can be re-irradiated (scattered) through other processes

– Generally 105 - 107 x weaker than Thomson scattering
– Probes the spin and orbital components of moments on atom



Magnetic structures
• EM field can be re-irradiated (scattered) through other processes

– Generally 105 - 107 x weaker than Thomson scattering
– Probes the spin and orbital components of moments on atom

FM(Q)∼
1
2 A". L(Q) + B. S(Q)

L(Q) and S(Q) are the Fourier transforms of orbital 
and spin magnetisation densities; A” and B depend 
on the relative orientation of k, k’, ε, ε’, and Q = k’-k

Magnetic scattering amplitude FM(Q):



• Versatile diffractometer with  
polarisation analysis and high degree of 
angular freedom of detector

• Energy tuneable from 1-15 keV to get 
good atomic resolution



Magnetic structures
• First magnetic structures studied at a synchrotron in 1985 - spiral spin 

structure of Ho mapped out as a function of temperature

• Advantages of (non-resonant) X-ray magnetic scattering
− Orbital and spin magnetisation density may be separated
− Highly-focused beams enable very small samples to be studied
− High resolution in Q – e.g. for subtle changes in spin structure
− However, cryogenics are challenging !



Neutron scattering

• A unique probe of ‘where atoms are and what atoms do’
to paraphrase the citation for the Nobel Prize in Physics awarded to Brockhouse and Shull in 1994
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Bert Brockhouse Cliff Shull



Properties of neutrons

Fission - e.g. 235U + 1n = fission fragments + 2.4 1n + 192.9 MeV
Spallation – high energy protons + heavy metal target (W, Hg) = high energy neutrons

• Uncharged with mass of proton, ∼ 1840 x mass e-, ∼ 8.9 x mass µ
• Can be produced as free particles in beams as a consequence of nuclear 

fission or spallation (where lifetime ∼ 880 s)

• Possesses a small magnetic moment equivalent to s = ½ - magnetic probe



Neutron-matter interactions
• Scattered primarily by the nucleus of atoms, and the scattering length b (or

cross-section, σ=πb2) rises on average with Z much less steeply than for X-
rays, with very distinct deviations from a smooth dependency.



• Neutrons are scattered primarily by the nucleus of atoms, and the scattering
length b (or cross-section, σ=πb2) rises on average with Z much less steeply
than for X-rays with very distinct deviations from a smooth dependency

• Can look deeper inside e.g. dense engineering materials with neutrons

Al almost transparent to neutrons, 
much less absorbing than H (water) 
in coffee pot

Neutron-matter interactions






Harnessing neutrons in facilities
• Neutrons generated at a reactor or spallation sources have high energies
• Moderate by passing through a medium such as water to produce a 

Maxwellian distribution. Cold or hot sources (liquid H2, solid CH4 at 20-25K 
on one hand, graphite at 2400 K on the other) produce other distributions. 

• Wave-particle duality: λ ≅ 1.8 Å at room temp (∼2 km/s) – diffraction



Harnessing neutrons in facilities
• Further selection of energy or wavelength can be made using either a 

monochromator crystal or some form of rotating shutter or chopper that 
only lets neutrons within a certain range pass. 

• Guides are usually slightly curved to avoid direct line of sight of higher-
energy neutrons from the source

• Neutron instruments – particularly at reactor sources – have some features 
in common with X-ray instruments (diffractometers, SANS and 
reflectometry, imaging instruments), but also some distinct differences, 
mainly because of important differences between neutrons and X-rays 



Neutron-matter interactions (2)
• The small magnetic moment on the neutron makes it sensitive to

scattering from ordered magnetic moments in materials. In contrast with
X-rays, the strength of this scattering is comparable to the nuclear
scattering and the data relatively easy to interpret

Mn2+ (3d5) in Oh
environment
S = 5/2 –
large moment



Magnetic scattering
• Scattering from the ordered magnetic structure gives additional intensity

relative to scattering just from the nuclear structure:
• This can be modelled or refined just as for the nuclear structure

FM(𝐐𝐐)∼�
𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 𝑸𝑸 𝑒𝑒−𝑖𝑖𝑸𝑸.𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖 𝛿𝛿(𝑸𝑸− 𝑮𝑮)I 𝐐𝐐 ~[FM⊥(Q)]2

Component of 
FM(Q) ⊥ to Q 

Magnetic form factor (finite 
size of electron distribution)

Moment m on 
atom i



Polarisation analysis
• Beam of (unpolarised) neutrons can be separated into beams of neutrons of

opposite polarisation and this manipulated with a ‘spin-flipper’
• Scattering cross-section (spin-flip and non-spin-flip) depends on relative

polarisation of incident and scattered beams and enables separation of
nuclear (N) and magnetic (M) scattering

PolariserSource Spin 
flipper

or
Sample or

and

Neutron beam is in a magnetic guide field to set axis of polarisation 
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Muons for magnetic structures 
• Implanted muons precess around static internal magnetic fields

– Uniform internal field (implant at single site in ordered magnet): rotation of muon pol. 
– Disordered internal field (spin-glass): depolarisation - relaxation of muon pol.
– Hopping in disordered field – relaxation depends on timescale

• Typically able to measure to 10-5 T; moment unknown unless muon site know

Blundell et al, Europhys. Lett. 31 (1995) 573

With longitudinal geometry and no 
applied field, G(t) starts to oscillate 
below ordering temperature:
ωµ= γµ B; γµ /2π = 135 MHz T-1
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3
2

3
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Gaussian distribution of internal fields 
of width ∆/γµ in magnetic glass: Kubo-
Toyabe relaxation in zero field (long) 

Dynamic KT relaxation with 
hopping rate ν relative to 
∆/γµ in zero field (long) 



Large-scale structures
• Reflectometry and small-angle scattering probe larger d (n λ = 2d sin θ)

ki
kf 2θ

ki kf θθθ

Q = kf-ki SANS: 1-100 nm Reflectometry: d = 0.5-350 nm 



Films and multilayers: down and across
• Reflectometry with θi = θf (specular):

– Probes structural and magnetic correlations  perpendicular to surface (0.5-350 nm)

• Reflectometry with θi ≠ θf (off-specular):
– Probes structural and magnetic correlations parallel to surface (0.5 – 50 µm)

• Perform with polarization analysis to separate N and M scattering
• Can pick out individual buried layers

ki kf θθθi f

Q



Muons and reflectometry
• SmTiO3 – SrTiO3 (AFM insulator-quantum well) multilayers have 

interesting, unconventional magnetic and electron transport properties
• Low energy muons implant near surface of (i) SmTO-STO-SmTO multilayer 

and (ii) thicker SmTO film on substrate. Simulate depth distribution.
• Muon depolarization in sample with STO suggests additional set of 

moments freeze below 20K – study further with PNR suggest shows no 
net magnetization AFM

Need et al, Nature Quantum Materials, 7 (2018)



Superconductors
• Type two superconductors can be penetrated by magnetic flux over a 

critical range of fields as quantized (h/2e) flux lines called vortices
• Vortices which may form lattice whose behaviour is a good test for 

theories of superconductivity
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Muons and superconductors
• Muons can probe internal field distribution

– apply transverse B to sample
• In normal (non-sc) state, uniform field and simple muon precession signal
• If vortices form, field felt by muon depends on implantation site relative to 

vortex and for low density (small λ) there is a wide spread of local fields
• For larger λ, internal field variation less so relaxation rate (σ) less: σ ≈ 1 /λ2

normal

large λ

small λ
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SANS and large-scale magnetic structures
• Flux lines can scatter neutrons just as moments do
• Typical spacing between vortices puts scattering in SANS territory

– E.g. MgB2 (note – 98 mg Xtal – 0.75 mm2 x 30 mm, 95% 11B enriched
• Cubitt and Dewhurst, Phys. Rev. Lett. 91 (2003) 47002



Neutron-matter interactions (3) - excitations
• Measure the energy (E) and the momentum (k) of the neutron before and

after scattering and determine the energy of the excitation and some
measure of the amplitude or the momentum (Q)

• Thermal neutrons typically have energies comparable to vibrations

Q (excitation) = kf - kihv = Ef - Ei

Triple-axis spectrometer (M-S-A) Time of flight spectrometer – based on 
timing of neutron pulses and velocity 
measurements – at reactor (choppers) or 
spallation source (proton pulse arrival 
sets t = 0)



Inelastic neutron scattering
• Thermal neutron energies are particularly well matched to excitation

energies (typically enabling probes from <1 meV to 100 meV)
• Provide a simultaneous measure of the energy of the excitation and its

wavelength or amplitude
• No selection rules as for IR and Raman (and low amplitude easier to ‘see’)
• Highly penetrating – study deep inside materials
• Particularly sensitive to H

Energy

Number of neutrons



Diffusion in condensed matter
• Neutrons provide direct probe of diffusional processes through

measurement of broadening around elastic peak (quasielastic) –
particularly with H (strong scatterer)

Energy

Number of neutrons

Energy

Number of neutrons

e.g. diffusion of Li 
ions in cells, H+ or 
H2O in fuel cells, 
optimising polymers 
as light, robust 
electrolytes 
(Nafion)

0



Diffusion in condensed matter
• Muons used to study diffusion

– relaxation of mobile µ+ to study motion of light particles e.g. mimic of H+

– relaxation of static µ+ to study motion of other species e.g. Li +

Hopping of implanted µ+ : fluctuating nuclear field leads to relaxation of KT function

µ + implants near O in cathode material Liyx[Mn2-yLiy]O4 - observe dynamic KT form 
because of Li+ hopping - width of field (∆) decreases above 230 K with x=1, y=0.04 



Excitations in solids
• In solids we see structural excitations of the lattice in the form of waves

(phonons) characterised by the relationship between energy and wavelength
– conventionally expressed as plot of E vs Q (2π/λ).

• The full range of excitations runs from the undisturbed lattice (λ=∞) to the
maximum disturbance where a neighbouring atom is 180°out of phase (λ=
2𝑎𝑎)

λ/2

λ = ∞

λ = 2𝑎𝑎



Excitations in solids
• In solids we see structural excitations of the lattice in the form of waves

(phonons) characterised by the relationship between energy and wavelength
– conventionally expressed as plot of E vs Q (2π/λ).

• The full range of excitations runs from the undisturbed lattice (λ=∞) to the
maximum disturbance where a neighbouring atom is 180°out of phase (λ=
2𝑎𝑎)

λ/2 π/a−π/a 0 

E 

k

λ = ∞

λ = 2𝑎𝑎

Summarise phonon  properties   
in dispersion curve: E vs Q (2π/λ
covers range in λ = ∞ → 2𝑎𝑎

Q



Excitations in solids
• In solids we see structural excitations of the lattice in the form of waves

(phonons) characterised by the relationship between energy and wavelength
– conventionally expressed as plot of E vs k (2π/λ).

• Analogous phenomena are observed in ordered magnets where we see ‘spin
waves’ or magnons’ – maximum energy at JS2 for spins S coupled through J

λ/2
π/a−π/a 0 

E 

k

λ/2

JS2

Summarise magnon properties   
in dispersion curve: E vs Q (2π/λ
covers range in λ = ∞ → 2𝑎𝑎

Q



Mapping excitations in solids
• Neutrons allow us to map out E as a function of the momentum k of the

excitation – either point-by-point with a TAS, or as whole slices of E-Q
space with ToF instruments (k, q , Q sometimes used interchangeably)

ka



Inelastic X-ray Scattering



Inelastic X-ray Scattering
• Typically wish to measure vibrations and magnetic excitations in the range 1-100 meV

as a function of Q so the wavelength of the neutrons or X-rays should typically be of th  
order of 1-2 Å (0.1-0.2 nm)

• 1 Å corresponds to 12.4 keV for X-rays and 81.8 meV for neutrons so instrumental 
resolution is much more challenging for X-rays (10meV: ∆E/E ≅ 10-6 vs 10-1 IXS vs  INS) 
though modern IXS beamlines can approach ∆E/E ≅ 10-5, enabling study of much 
smaller samples (neutrons typically down to 1 mm beam, X-rays of order of 1 µm)

• Why ? Can work with much smaller samples – atomically thin films or sub-micron 
regions of devices  – and if done resonantly (RIXS) can tune to specific orbitals to look 
at how they are implicated in excitation 



Concluding slide
• Neutrons and X-rays provide very powerful, complementary probes 

for magnetic structure and dynamics (neutrons better suited to 
energy/timescales of processes in condensed matter)

• Neutrons also provide a powerful probe of low-energy dynamics and 
diffusion in non-magnetic materials

• Muons particularly good at studying systems where magnetic
moments are small, fluctuations in glassy and disordered magnets 
and dynamics in general down to lower frequencies 

• Further reading:
P. Willmott, ‘An introduction to synchrotron radiation’, (Wiley, 2019)
J. Als-Nielsen and D.McMorrow, ‘Elements of modern X-ray physics’ (Wiley, 2011)
G. L. Squires, ‘Introduction to the theory of thermal neutron scattering’ (Dover, 1978)

B.T.M. Willis and C.J.Carlile,’Experimental neutron scattering’, (Oxford, 2009)
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Resonant scattering
• It’s now even possible to look at magnetic transitions by tuning the 

energy of the incident photons to resonate with (virtual) transitions to 
intermediate states: RIXS (resonant inelastic X-ray scattering)

• Why both ? Tune to specific orbitals to look at very specific aspects of 
excitations and for very small samples (monolayer films, devices)

Non-resonant
scattering

Resonant
scattering

f ~�
𝑛𝑛

1
𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 − 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 − ħ𝜔𝜔 − 𝑖𝑖Γ/2
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